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In 2 experiments, the current study explored how affordances structure throwing for long distance
and accuracy. In Experiment 1, 10 expert throwers (from baseball, softball, and cricket) threw
regulation tennis balls to hit a vertically oriented 4 ft ⫻ 4 ft target placed at each of 9 locations (3
distances ⫻ 3 heights). We measured their release parameters (angle, speed, and height) and showed
that they scaled their throws in response to changes in the target’s location. We then simulated the
projectile motion of the ball and identified a continuous subspace of release parameters that produce
hits to each target location. Each subspace describes the affordance of our target to be hit by a tennis
ball moving in a projectile motion to the relevant location. The simulated affordance spaces showed
how the release parameter combinations required for hits changed with changes in the target
location. The experts tracked these changes in their performance and were successful in hitting the
targets. We next tested unusual (horizontal) targets that generated correspondingly different affordance subspaces to determine whether the experts would track the affordance to generate successful
hits. Do the experts perceive the affordance? They do. In Experiment 2, 5 cricketers threw to hit
either vertically or horizontally oriented targets and successfully hit both, exhibiting release
parameters located within the requisite affordance subspaces. We advocate a task dynamical
approach to the study of affordances as properties of objects and events in the context of tasks as
the future of research in this area.
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or “can the object be stepped over by me?” (Gibson, 1979; Turvey,
Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981). Affordances have been studied in a
variety of contexts, including locomotion (e.g., Adolph, Eppler, &
Gibson, 1993; Fajen, 2007; Snapp-Childs & Bingham, 2009; Warren, 1984; Warren & Whang, 1987), prehension (e.g., Bingham &
Muchisky, 1993a, 1993b; Mark et al., 1997; Mon-Williams &
Bingham, 2011; Bingham, Snapp-Childs, Fath, Pan, & Coats,
2014), bouncing a ball on a racquet (e.g., Schaal, Atkeson, &
Sternad, 1996; Siegler, Bazile & Warren, 2013; Sternad, Duarte,
Katsumata, & Schaal, 2001), and interception (e.g., Fink, Foo, &
Warren, 2009; Oudejans, Michaels, Bakker, & Dolné, 1996). More
recent work has investigated the affordances of objects for maximum distance throwing (Bingham, Schmidt, & Rosenblum, 1989;
Zhu & Bingham, 2008, 2010; Zhu, Dapena, & Bingham, 2009;
Zhu, Mirich, & Bingham, 2014; Zhu, Shockley, Riley, Tolston, &
Bingham, 2013). The current study extends this latter work to long
distance targeted throwing; throwing for both distance and accuracy.

The ecological approach to explaining behavior begins by identifying the task affordances. Affordances are perceptible, task
specific, organism-relative properties of objects and events; not
“how large is that object?” but “can the object be grasped by me?”
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Throwing for Distance and Accuracy
Throwing for distance and accuracy is a uniquely human skill.
Other animals, mostly primates, are known to be capable of
throwing (chimps, e.g., De Waal, 2013; Goodall, 1986; capuchin
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monkeys, e.g., Westergaard & Suomi, 1994) but none for the kind
of distance and accuracy demonstrated by human throwers.1 Humans are uniquely specialized for throwing. We exhibit a range of
throwing-specific anatomical adaptations (Roach, Venkadesan,
Rainbow, & Lieberman, 2013) that enabled the species to survive
the ice ages by hunting and eating large prey animals (e.g., Isaac,
1987). Such hunting entailed socially coordinated use of throwing
mediated by speech. The neural mechanisms that support the
exquisite timing required for long distance throwing also likely
enable speech (Bingham, 1999; Calvin, 1983; Hopkins, Russell, &
Schaeffer, 2012). Furthermore, the well-known size-weight illusion may merely reflect a species specific adaptive tuning for the
perception of object affordances for throwing (Bingham et al.,
1989; Zhu & Bingham, 2011; Zhu, Shockley, Riley, Tolston, &
Bingham, 2013; see also Shockley, Carello, & Turvey, 2004 for
related work).
Throwing for distance and/or accuracy is a key feature of many
professional sports and the biomechanics of the action are therefore well understood. However, as noted in a recent review (Urbin,
2013), we know very little about the underlying perception-action
control mechanisms that produce the observed biomechanical outcomes. How does a thrower select the correct parameters to hit a
target or maximize distance? This control question brings us to the
issue of affordances, and how we might characterize and study
these properties.

Affordances and Task Dynamics
Affordances are task specific (Bingham & Muchisky, 1995).
They are dispositional properties of objects or events that support
actions in specific tasks. The properties are dispositional because
they are defined relative to properties of organisms that enable
those organisms to perform the required actions. A classic example
is grasping to move a graspable object. Graspable objects are of
shapes, sizes, weights, and so on that are graspable by human
hands, given the characteristic properties of those hands (e.g.,
Mon-Williams and Bingham (2011) for discussion and a model of
graspability). Furthermore, affordances are about goal directed
behavior, that is, possible relations that might be achieved in the
future by performing task specific actions, for example, by performing a reach-to-grasp an object can be held in the hand and
moved.
To identify an affordance, we must first characterize the task
specific actions in terms of the relevant dynamics (Bingham, 1988;
Saltzman & Kelso, 1987). Lashley (1951) famously pointed out
that no two actions are the same. He was invoking the generativity
of action and he meant that the tokens were inevitably different,
but each was nevertheless an instance of a particular identifiable
type of action. The task dynamic approach describes the identity at
the level of the generative task dynamics.2 Because affordances are
task specific, they are determined by the relevant task dynamics.
When throwing for distance and/or accuracy, the relevant dynamics are the dynamics of throwing coupled to the dynamics of
projectile motion. The interface between the two dynamics occurs
at the moment when the projectile is released from the hand and
consists of three release parameters: release angle, release speed,
and release height. These are then the initial conditions of the
object’s projectile motion (motion that unfolds without further

interference from the thrower). The result is a successful throw if
the release parameters lead to a projectile motion whose trajectory
either maximizes distance or intercepts the target, depending on
the task goals.

The Task Dynamics and Affordances of Throwing for
Maximum Distance
The variables that determine the distance traveled under projectile motion are the object size and weight, the release angle, speed
and height (strictly speaking, the difference between the release
and landing heights), the air density and gravity. Maximizing
distance requires a release angle of ⬃36° and a maximum release
speed (Linthorne & Everett, 2006). Skilled throwers have been
found to readily produce these release parameters when executing
maximum distance throws (Zhu et al., 2009).
Assuming the optimal release angle of 36°, each individual
thrower is able to generate a particular maximum release speed at
a characteristic release height. The only remaining way to affect
the distance of a throw is to perceptually identify and use an object
of a size and weight that produces the maximum distance for those
parameters. In other words, to achieve the largest thrown distance,
people must be able to perceive which objects best afford throwing
for maximum distance. Ball weight affects the dynamics of both
throwing and projectile motion while ball size only affects projectile motion, via air resistance (Zhu et al., 2009). Given a release
speed and height and the optimal release angle, there is a function
that relates object size and weight to distance traveled. For each
object size, a certain weight produces a peak distance. As the size
decreases the peak distance increases. So, changes of object size
and weight map to a distance surface with a ridge of peaks (one for
each size) and an overall peak at a smaller size. In this three
dimensional space (size by weight by distance), the surface represents the affordance property for thrown objects (see Zhu &
Bingham, 2008, Figure 2).
Research on the perception of the affordance property showed
that skilled throwers are able to select objects that they can throw
the farthest (Bingham et al., 1989; Zhu & Bingham, 2008, 2010).
For each object size, they selected the weight that they were able
to throw the farthest. This showed that skilled throwers are able to
perceive the affordance property. However, people are not born
with the ability to perform long distance throws, only with the
potential to acquire throwing skill. Likewise, people are not born
with the ability to perceive the object affordance for throwing.
Like the ability to throw long distance, the ability to perceive the
affordance for throwing has to be learned. Zhu and Bingham
(2010) found that the ability to perceive the affordance can be
learned at the same time that the ability to throw long distance is
acquired. Learning to perceive the affordance requires that learners
be able to see the distance to which they throw objects during
training and practice of throwing. If learners are blindfolded to
1
Frans De Waal describes in his most recent book (De Waal, 2013) how
a chimp almost hit him with a stone thrown about 40 feet (approximately
12 m). In comparison, humans can throw to hit targets at a distance of up
to 100 m!
2
Actions are events and the problem noted by Lashley is general to
event identification. Thus, a similar dynamical approach has been taken to
the problem of recognizing events (Bingham, 1995; Bingham, Schmidt, &
Rosenblum, 1995).
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prevent their seeing the distance of their throws during practice,
then they do learn to throw long distance, but they do not learn to
perceive the affordance. If allowed to see the distances of their
throws, then they do learn to perceive the affordance.
Learning to perceive the affordance property does not require
experience of the entire space of throw-able object sizes and
weights. Zhu and Bingham (2010) found that very limited sampling of the space was sufficient to enable throwers to learn to
perceive the affordance in general. The affordance was learned by
sampling only different weights for a single object size, or different object sizes for a single object weight, or different sizes and
weights of objects of a single density. Each of these allowed
learners to acquire the ability to perceive the affordance over the
entire space of throw-able sizes and weights. The restricted sampling was sufficient to allow learners to attune to the information
that specifies the affordance property. Once they were able to
detect the relevant information, the information generalized to
allow them to perceive the affordance over the entire space.

The Task Dynamics and Affordances of Throwing for
Distance and Accuracy: The Current Study
When throwers acquire the skill of long distance throwing, they
only need to learn to execute throws with a single optimal release
angle (of ⬇36°) coupled with maximum release speeds. A more
useful long distance throwing task is to throw to hit a target at long
distance. This is a more difficult task because it entails a more
complicated set of relations between the release parameters for
throwing. A particular target can be hit by a projectile thrown with
a continuous set of possible release angles and corresponding
release speeds. The angles required for a hit covary with the
required speeds. Generally, smaller release angles require larger
release speeds. However, the relation is not monotonic or unique.
Required release speeds shrink as the angle grows to a point where
required release speeds again increase. The angles and speeds that
yield a hit vary with target size, orientation, and location (distance
and height). For fixed size, orientation and location, the coupled
release angles and speeds that produce a hit yield a subspace of the
full space of angles and speeds. This is the affordance space for
targeted throwing by skilled throwers, determined by the projectile
motion component of the task dynamics for targeted throwing.
This space constrains how the thrower must move to achieve the
goal of hitting the target. The goals in a task like throwing may
require use of specific subspaces within the larger affordance
space (see Bingham and Muchisky (1995) for discussion of the
structure of affordances relative to goals and subgoals of tasks). In
baseball, for instance, minimizing flight time is often a critical
constraint on action selection. This would entail using the portion
of the affordance space corresponding to small angles and large
release speeds. Other targeted throwing tasks entail different subgoals. Lobbing a ball to your 5-year-old child requires much lower
speeds of release and consequently larger release angles. To be
able to hit targets spontaneously and reliably in different targeted
throwing tasks, throwers must be able to apprehend the entire
affordance space. The portion of the affordance space used by a
particular thrower will also be a subspace of the affordance for all
throwers, depending on individual differences in the perceivers’
abilities to throw. So, for example, given gender differences in
upper body strength that determine possible release speeds, women
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throwers may use a different portion of the affordance space than
men do. Nevertheless, a given individual can train to develop the
ability to use new and different portions of the full space. The goal
of such training is to access those additional subspaces within the
full space, so to formulate training goals, throwers must be able to
apprehend the entire affordance space.
We now set out to investigate the affordance space for long
distance targeted throwing. In Experiment 1, we varied locations
of vertical target surfaces (three distances and three heights) while
keeping the target size constant as well as the size and weight of
the projectile, a tennis ball. We performed simulations of the
relevant task dynamics to model the affordance space. Then, we
tested three different groups of skilled throwers: U.S. male college
varsity baseball players, U.S. female college varsity softball players, and United Kingdom university male cricket players. We
tested their ability to hit the targets, which we found they achieved
with ⬇100% reliability. This suggested that they were able to
perceive the affordance space. We recorded their throwing motions
and measured the release speeds, angles and heights. We compared
the measured release parameters with the modeled affordance
space to determine how the space was being used by the different
groups. We predicted that optimal portions of the space would be
used depending on the abilities of the throwers. Optimal portions
of the space would allow maximum variability in the release speed
and angle that yield a hit (i.e., the greatest tolerance for small
errors in production). In Experiment 2, we altered the orientation
of the target surfaces, placing targets of the same size at the same
locations but with a horizontal orientation. This altered the affordance space because larger release angles were required to hit
these targets. Also, hitting horizontal targets is an unusual task,
even for expert, highly experienced ball players, and so successfully hitting the target would require perception of the affordance,
rather than simply the execution of a specific practiced skill. The
question was therefore whether these participants would be able to
spontaneously adapt to these changes in the affordance space
providing evidence that they could perceive the space. Again, we
measured their throws and determined how the affordance space
was used. Subsequently, we will discuss the development of this
“affordance space” analysis using a task dynamics approach and
its implications for affordance research more broadly.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 has two strands. First, we experimentally measured the release parameters of expert throwers as they threw
tennis balls to hit a target at each of nine target locations. We were
interested in whether and how the throwers scaled their throws to
the different conditions. Second, we generated computer simulations of the projectile motion of a tennis ball to hit a 4 ft radius
target for a wide range of release parameters and identified which
parameter combinations resulted in a hit. This analysis quantified
the affordance property (“hitability”) of the target under each
target location condition. We then compared the human data with
the simulations to identify whether changes in throwing as a
function of target location mapped onto the hitability space and to
determine what portions of the affordance space were used by
throwers given individual differences.
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Method
Participants. There were 10 participants in total. Four were
male right-handed cricketers from the University of Leeds (aged
20 –23), all of whom had played up to at least club level. Three
were male right-handed baseball players (aged 19 –23) and three
were female right-handed softball players (aged 21–22), from the
University of Wyoming, all of whom played at varsity level. Data
collection was ethically approved by both the University of Wyoming and the Biological Sciences Faculty Research Ethics committee at the University of Leeds.
Design. There were two within-subjects factors. The first was
distance to the target (three levels; 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m) and the
second was the height of the target (three levels; target center
placed at 1 m, 1.5 m, and 2 m). There was one between-subjects
factor, Sport (three levels; cricket, softball, baseball). All participants performed five successful throws in each DistanceⴱHeight
condition for a total of 45 throws. The dynamical analysis identified three key parameters to be controlled: release angle (degrees),
release speed (meters/second) and release height (meters). We
therefore measured these as dependent variables.
Equipment. Identical setups were established in gyms at both
Leeds and Wyoming. Video recordings were made using a Fastec
Sportscam high-speed camera set at 250 Hz, placed 10 m from the
plane of movement and zoomed so that the throw and the initial
flight of the ball could be captured. A calibration video was
recorded with a meter ruler in the shot to be used as a reference
point every time the camera was set up or moved and dated to
correspond with the appropriate throw video files. High voltage
lamps were set up either side of the camera to illuminate the
participant and the ball.
Participants threw regulation size and weight fluorescent tennis
balls to hit a 4 ft ⫻ 4 ft Perspex vertically oriented target. The
target had a 30 cm diameter circle marked on it at the center with
crosshair lines clearly indicating the target center. The target
heights we manipulated denote the height of this target center, and
participants were instructed to aim for the center on all throws. We
placed blue floor mats along the path from the thrower to the target
to clearly mark the ground surface, and the target was moved at
various heights in each distance as needed so that the thrower and
camera could remain in place and calibrated.
Data analysis. Each video (with corresponding calibration
frame) was imported into MaxTraq (Innovision Systems) for analysis. The point of release was manually identified and the (x,y)
coordinates of the ball were measured at this point to get the
release height. We then tracked the location of the ball for 10
frames on either side of this point. This time series was low pass
filtered (cut off frequency ⫽ 15 Hz) and differentiated, and the
resultant speeds (in x and y) were computed at the point of release.
We then used the speeds at this frame to compute the release angle
as tan⫺1(Vx/Vy).
Procedure. Participants were brought in one at a time to the
gym. They wore comfortable athletic clothing and were allowed to
throw the tennis ball several times to warm up, both for maximum
effort and to the target. They read the Participant Information sheet
and signed the consent form.
The participant stood at a marked spot in front of the camera and
the target was placed at a random height/distance combination.
One experimenter counted the participant down from three, press-

ing “record” on two so as to capture the full motion of the throw
with the preset 3-s recording time. The participant threw on one
with an overhand motion and no step. This enabled us to minimize
the required video length to shorten time between the trials while
the video downloaded to the laptop. The experimenter noted
whether the throw was a hit or a miss, and this was repeated for
five hits at this target location. This was repeated for the other two
heights, then the distance was changed and the next 15 valid
throws were recorded. The final 15 throws at the third height were
then recorded and the session was complete. At the end of the
session, which took approximately 90 min in total, the participants
were debriefed and thanked.

Results
We analyzed the release angle, speed, and height separately in
three mixed design ANOVAs, with distance (three levels: 5 m,
10 m, 15 m) and height (three levels: 1 m, 1.5 m, 2 m) as within
subjects factors and sport (three levels: cricket, softball, baseball)
as a between subjects factor. For each Distance ⫻ Height combination, we averaged the measured values for the five hits. There
was some data lost due to technical glitches with the equipment in
Leeds (Participant 1, one trial of 15 m ⫻ 1 m; Participant 2, one
trial each of 5 m ⫻ 1 m, 5 m ⫻ 1.5 m, 15 m ⫻ 1 m, and 15 m ⫻
1.5 m) and these averages are therefore from the remaining four
trials in the cell.
Release angle. As shown in Figure 1, all groups increased
their release angles with target distance, but the baseball group did
so less (their higher release speeds meant they could throw at
shallower angles). Target height affected release angle; throwers
increased their angle as the center of the target moved up, and the
amount of this change varied with distance (Figure 1b). There were
significant main effects of sport: F(2, 7) ⫽ 18.7, p ⬍ .01; distance:
F(2, 14) ⫽ 42.2, p ⬍ .01; and height: F(2, 14) ⫽ 53.8, p ⬍ .01, as
well as a significant Distance ⴱ Sport, F(4, 14) ⫽ 5.0, p ⬍ .01, and
Distance ⴱ Height, F(4, 28) ⫽ 5.8, p ⬍ .01 interactions. All other
effects were nonsignificant (ps ⬎.75).
Release speed. As shown in Figure 2, all groups increased
their release speeds with target distance. Baseball players increased their speeds more for each change in distance than did
participants in the other two groups (Figure 2b). Target height had
no effect on release speed. Cricketers threw much more slowly
than baseball and softball players, in line with other work
(Freeston & Rooney, 2014). There were significant main effects of
sport: F(2, 7) ⫽ 17.7, p ⬍ .01; and distance, F(2, 14) ⫽ 300.6, p ⬍
.01; and a significant DistanceⴱSport interaction, F(4, 14) ⫽ 17.3,
p ⬍ .01. All other effects were nonsignificant (ps ⬎.2).
The release speed and angle analyses showed that the expert
throwers chose to throw balls with a fast and relatively flat trajectory. However, given the reliable variation in release speed as a
function of target distance, participants did not simply select a
maximum speed and vary the angle. They scaled their throws to
the distance of the target by controlling both parameters. This, and
the fact that accuracy was close to 100% suggests that they could
clearly perceive, and thus use, the affordance space.
Release height. As shown in Figure 3, release height varied as
a function of target distance and height. This suggests that this
parameter was also being actively controlled by the throwers,
supporting the inclusion of this variable from our task dynamical
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Figure 1. (a) Release angles in Experiment 1 sorted by distance, height,
and sport. (b) The DistanceⴱHeight interaction. All softball players were
female, the rest are male.

analysis. Although release height increased with target height, it
did so mainly for the shorter distances. This helped the participants
maintain a flat trajectory for those targets but suggests that there is
a limit to how useful this trick is as the required distance increases.
Release heights were not available for one cricketer in the 1m
Height condition due to technical problems with the videos; this
alters the degrees of freedom for the analysis. There were significant main effects of sport: F(2, 6) ⫽ 6.1, p ⬍ .05; distance: F(2,
12) ⫽ 9.6, p ⬍ .01; and height: F(2, 12) ⫽ 22.4, p ⬍ .01; as well
as a significant DistanceⴱSport interaction, F(4, 11) ⫽ 6.3, p ⬍
.01; and DistanceⴱHeight, F(4, 24) ⫽ 6.5, p ⬍ .01. All other effects
were nonsignificant (ps ⬎.25).
Summary of the release parameter analysis. The first goal
of this study was to determine which combination of release
parameters expert throwers chose, and whether this choice varied
as a function of the distance and height of the target. Participants
from three ball sports all scaled their actions to the task requirements; release speed increased with distance and release angle
increased with both distance and height. There was also some
variation in release height as a function of the target location. This
pattern shows that experts prefer to “throw a rope,” that is, produce
fast, flat trajectories. These trajectories minimize the time it takes

15m

Distance (m)

Distance (m)

Figure 2. (a) Release speeds in Experiment 1 sorted by distance, height,
and sport. (b) The DistanceⴱSport interaction. All softball players were
female, the rest are male.

to cross the required distance, and time is typically a factor in these
sports. So, a subgoal emerged for the long distance targeted
throwing task in the context of these sports, namely, hit the target
in brief time. This, along with individual differences, appeared to
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Figure 3. Release heights in Experiment 1 sorted by distance, height, and
sport. All softball players were female, the rest are male.
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determine which portions of the affordance space the throwers
used.
Now that we have empirically characterized the behavior of
expert throwers, we turned to our affordance analysis to see
whether this can explain the specific combinations of chosen
release parameters.
Simulation analysis. We implemented the equations of projectile motion in a bespoke Labview program (National Instruments; see the Appendix for details). We specified the tennis ball
(mass, drag coefficient, and radius) and the target (as a 4 ft
diameter circle set at some distance and height) and computed the
outcome (hit or miss) of each simulated throw. We ran the equations within two loops, one for variation in release angle (ranging
from ⫺30° to 90°; this range emerged from the simulations as
necessary to map the complete affordance structure for all target
locations) and one for variation in release speed (here ranging from
0 ms⫺1 to 45 ms⫺1; our highest observed release speed across the

two experiments reported below was 45.01 ms⫺1). The number of
increments for each loop defines the simulation resolution. We set
these to 400 for each loop yielding 16,000 data points per plot. The
resulting simulations were dense enough to reveal the affordance
structure but not so dense as to require more than a standard PC to
generate in a reasonable amount of time.
For this experiment, we generated 117 simulations (3 target
distances ⫻ 3 target heights ⫻ 13 release heights [1.5 m–2.7 m in
0.1 m increments, which spans the observed range of heights). We
produced heat maps in Matlab R2013a (Mathworks) to illustrate
which regions of the space produced hits and how this changed
with changes in target parameters.
Target affordances. Refer to Figure 4 where we present
example simulation results for a range of release parameters.
Target height varies across the grid, target distance down the grid;
release height is set at 2.1 m (midpoint of the observed range; see
the online supplemental file Animated Hit Canyons.pptx for ex-

Figure 4. Example heat maps of the hit canyons from the simulations of vertical targets for all target locations
and a release height of 2.1 m. For each subfigure, the x-axis is the release angle (ranging from ⫺30° to 90°) and
the y-axis is the release speed (ranging from 0 ms⫺1 to 45 ms⫺1). The white region codes a miss, the shaded
regions code hits of varying amount of error from the center of the simulated target. See the online supplementary file Animated Hit Canyons.pptx for more examples. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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amples of how these plots vary with release height). Each plot is
a heat map of the simulated range of release angles and speeds and
it describes the affordances of our target for being hit by a tennis
ball thrown from 2.1 m when the target is at some location. The
white region codes an angle/speed combination that produces a
miss, while the gray scale colored region codes a combination that
produces a hit, with the changing color indicating distance from
the center of the target. We will refer to these regions as “hit
canyons.” They are the affordance subspace. The affordance is the
set of release parameter combinations that produce a hit, and each
plot describes the affordance in terms of action parameters general
to all throwers, specifically the release parameters identified by the
task dynamics analysis.
The first thing to note is that the affordance is not a single value.
There are many ways to successfully actuate this affordance and
hit the target.
The second thing to note is that the location of the affordance in
the release parameter space varies continuously with variation in
the task parameters (see Slide 1 of the online supplement file
Animated Hit Canyons.pptx for a clearer demonstration of this).
The whole hit canyon moves up or down with changes in required
speeds, but it stretches and compresses with changes in required
angles (the right hand side remains fixed). The basic pattern of
variation is as follows (see Slide 2 of the online supplement for
animated examples):
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• As the target height increases, the affordance moves
steadily to the right (i.e., the required release angle increases). The affordance subspace does not move up or
down (i.e., the required release speed does not change).
• As the target distance increases, the affordance moves both
steadily to the right and up (i.e., both the required release
angle and speed increase).
• As target distance increases, the affordance region becomes
smaller (the target becomes harder to hit). We computed the
size of the hit canyons as a proportion of the total simulated
space as a rough measure of this; at 5 m the hit canyon was
10.3% of the space, at 10 m, 5% and at 15 m, 3.8%.
• For a given target location (the same distance and height), the
affordance subspace moves steadily to the left as the release
height increases (initially higher throws must be angled down
to hit a given target).
To quantify these patterns somewhat in relation to the participant data, for each of the 27 affordance functions with release
height equal to 2.1 m, we identified (a) the release angle where the
height of the hit canyon was maximum, and (b) the release speed
where the width of the hit canyon was maximum. We plotted these
coordinates in Figure 5. The figure shows that for a given distance,
increases in target height increases the most stable angle but has
little effect on the most stable speed. For a given height, increases

Figure 5. Plot of the locations of the maximum stability of the hit canyons in release angle/release speed
coordinates. DISTANCE: Circles represent targets at 5 m, squares targets at 10 m, and triangles targets at 15 m.
TARGET HEIGHT: Black symbols represent targets at 1 m, gray symbols targets at 1.5 m, and white symbols
targets at 2 m. The lines each connect data from release heights of 1.5 m, 2.1 m, and 2.7 m. See text for further
details. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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in distance increase both the most stable angle and the most stable
speed (compare, e.g., the large black circle, square, and triangle on
the plot and see that they are moving both up and to the right). This
pattern accords nicely with the ANOVA results from the thrower’s
data; participant release speeds varied with distance only but
release angles varied with both distance and height.
Some regions of the affordance subspace are therefore more
stable than others. Rows where the “hit” region is wide indicates
a release speed with a high tolerance for error in release angle
production. Conversely, columns where the “hit” region is high
indicates a release angle with a high tolerance for error in release
speed production. There are tradeoffs; the widest region (at the
bottom of the hit canyon) provides minimal tolerance for error in
release speed, for example. However, the thicker region to the left
provides maximum tolerance for error in release speed with a
modestly large tolerance for error in release angle. This area is the
most stable region of the affordance space. Were the throwers
operating in this stable region?
Human performance versus the simulations. We plotted
both simulation data and human data on the same plots. The human
data varied in release height as well as release speed and angle, and as
described above the exact location of the two dimensional (2D) hit
canyon varied with release height. While this accords nicely with the
task dynamical analysis, it also meant that there was no single 2D
affordance plot that allows for comparing with the collated human
data. This made visualizing the data somewhat difficult.
As shown in Figure 6, our solution was to plot the human data
together with lines representing the extreme edges of the hit
canyons. For any target distance and height combination, the
farthest left the hit canyon reaches is the left hand side of the hit
canyon for the highest release height we simulated (2.7 m). The
farthest right side is the right hand side of the hit canyon for the

lowest release height we simulated (1.5 m). Recall that this range
spans our range of observed release heights. For each of our nine
target locations, we therefore plotted the left hand edge of the
2.7 m hit canyon and the right hand edge of the 1.5 m hit canyon
to show the maximum predicted spread in the data. We then
plotted the release angle/speed data for each individual throw to a
given target location (five throws per participant, 10 participants ⫽
50 throws per plot).
As shown in Figure 7, the simulations have, in general, done a good
job of capturing both the location and the spread of the data. For
targets at 5 m, where there is a wide range of viable release parameters
available, there is a wide range of parameters observed. As the
distance increases and the target becomes significantly harder to hit
(that is, the range of viable release parameters that are available
becomes more narrow), performance becomes comparably less variable as the experts respond to the changing task demands.
The experts did use a highly stable region of the affordance space.
They opted for maximum stability with respect to release speed and
the consequent adequate stability with respect to release angle. This
makes sense; high release speeds require exquisite timing between
multiple body segments and muscle groups and so it is this parameter
that is the most susceptible to minor errors in execution. Nevertheless, there were also individual differences in respect to the portion
of this more stable part of the space that participants used and in
particular, in respect to the release speeds. For instance, the female
softball players exhibited lower speeds than did the male baseball
players.
The simulations, while effective, have clearly not captured
everything about human performance; there are throws that produced hits on the real target but that the simulations consider a
miss. This could be due to the drag coefficient used in the simulations. We set this to 0.55 (Chadwick & Haake, 2000) but it is
known to vary experimentally trial to trial from .51 to .7 (Mehta &
Pallis, 2001; Štěpánek, 1988). Another possibility is that the simulations do not include any information about the spin of the ball
or the texture on the tennis ball surface. Spin can add translational
movements to the ball’s trajectory in both the lateral and vertical
directions. Cross and Lindsey (2014) recently illustrated this effect. They also noted that texture on the ball’s surface can also alter
the ball’s flight path.

Experiment 2

Figure 6. Example plot comparing human data to simulations. To
address the issue of variation in release height in the human data while
keeping the plots two dimensional, we plotted the extreme edges of the
hit canyons from the lowest and highest simulated release heights and
used these to compare to the human data; use this plot in combination
with Figures 7 and 10.

In Experiment 1, expert throwers executed their throws in response to changes in the target’s affordance generated by variations in target location (distance and height). This suggested that
the throwers perceived the affordance and used it to generate the
appropriate release parameters. However, it remained possible that
our throwers (all fairly high level ball players) were simply highly
practiced at “throwing a rope” (fast and flat) at the targets tested in
Experiment 1. The throwers may therefore have chosen and controlled their throws based on their extensive detailed past experience with the given target conditions. The fact that they operated
in the most stable region of the affordance space might simply
reflect extensive past trial and error, rather than the result of
perceiving the space of possibilities at the time of the throw and
using the most robust option. Experiment 2 was designed to test
these possibilities.
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Figure 7. Direct comparison of the human data and simulation predictions for Experiment 1. For each
subfigure, the x-axis is the release angle (ranging from ⫺30° to 90°) and the y-axis is the release speed (ranging
from 0 ms⫺1 to 45 ms⫺1).

To cover a given distance using projectile motion, you can either
throw fast and flat or slow and high. In the latter case, the slower
speed is offset by the higher release angle, but the result would be
an angle of approach of the ball to the target that would effectively
reduce the size of the target. In Experiment 2, we encouraged
throwers to adopt a large release angle by changing the orientation
of the target from vertical to horizontal. We then simulated the
affordances for a horizontal target and compared performance to
the simulations as above. Horizontal target orientations change the
shape of the affordance subspace making larger release angles and
lower release velocities the more stable portion of the subspace, if
still rather narrow and thus difficult. We tested horizontal targets
because even expert throwers were unlikely to have had much past
experience attempting to hit such targets. If they succeeded reliably using the portions of the affordance subspace that made
available a larger range of viable release parameter values, then
this would provide good evidence for perception of the affordance.
We also introduced a simple perceptual manipulation to begin
investigating the visual perception of the affordances. We tested

throwers using both binocular and monocular vision and compared
performance in the two conditions. Because the target is always at
least 5 m away, we did not expect binocular vision to be necessary
to perceive the target, although we did expect monocular vision to
lower the stability of that perception, as measured by performance
(Bingham & Pagano, 1998).

Method
Participants. There were five participants in total, four male
(three right-handed) and one female (right-handed). All had at least
5 years’ experience in a throwing sport (cricket). Two other male
participants did not complete the data collection sessions. Data
collection was ethically approved by the Biological Sciences Faculty Research Ethics committee at the University of Leeds.
Design. There were three within subject factors. The first was
distance to the target (three levels: 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m). The
second was the orientation of the target (two levels: vertical,
horizontal). The third was the vision manipulation (two levels:
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binocular, monocular). Target height was not manipulated in this
experiment and was constant at 1.5 m.
All participants performed five successful throws in each Distance ⴱ Orientation ⴱ Vision condition for a total of 60 throws.
Conditions were blocked. Participants threw to targets at 5 m, then
10 m, then 15 m in the vertical/binocular condition, then in the
horizontal/binocular, vertical/monocular, and finally the horizontal/monocular condition.
There were three dependent variables; release angle (degrees),
release speed (meters/second) and release height (meters).
Procedure. The equipment, data analysis and basic procedure
were the same as in Experiment 1. In particular, participants were
not instructed how to perform their throws. Throwing modes were
spontaneously chosen by the participants.

Results
We again analyzed three release parameters; release angle,
release speed, and release height. Each participant made five
successful throws in each of the 12 conditions (60 throws total)
and for each participant we averaged these five throws for analysis.
These averages were entered into a separate repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each dependent variable, with
distance (three levels: 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m), Orientation (two
levels: vertical, horizontal), and vision (2 levels: monocular, binocular) as fully within subject factors.
There were several lost data points due to technical problems
with the video recordings. One participant was missing two trials
from the 10 m/horizontal/monocular condition and this data point
is the average of the remaining three trials. The same participant
was missing all five trials of the 15 m/horizontal/vertical condition
and this data point was replaced with the average of the other five
participants in that condition.
Release angle. As shown in Figure 8a, release angles to hit the
vertical target were significantly lower than those generated to hit
the horizontal target. This pattern shows that the throwers were
substantially altering their throw to account for the different target
orientations, and then scaling their throws for distance within each
throwing mode. There were significant main effects of orientation,
F(1, 4) ⫽ 139.1, p ⬍ .01, and of d1istance, F(2, 8) ⫽ 67.5, p ⬍
.01. Pairwise comparisons with the Bonferroni correction applied
showed that release angle at 5 m was significantly lower than at
10 m and 15 m (both ps ⬍.01) but that release angle at 10 m was
not different from that at 15 m (p ⫽ .148).
There were nonsignificant trends for the main effect of vision,
F(1, 4) ⫽ 6.9, p ⫽ .059 and the DistanceⴱOrientation interaction,
F(2, 8) ⫽ 3.5, p ⫽ .082. All other effects were nonsignificant
(ps ⬎.4).
Release speed. As shown in Figure 8b, release speeds were
lower for the horizontal condition, matching the altered mode of
throwing (from “throwing a rope” to a high looping throw). When
release speeds were higher, in the vertical target condition, the
vision condition had a consequence; participants reduced their
speed in the monocular condition. This is a conservative change,
and it suggests that even though the target affordances were clearly
perceived monocularly, they were perceived less stably, and
throwers were sensitive to this change. There was a significant
main effect of distance, F(2, 8) ⫽ 60.34, p ⬍ .01. Pairwise
comparisons with the Bonferroni correction applied showed that

Figure 8. (a) Release angles in Experiment 2 sorted by distance, orientation and vision condition. (b) Release speeds in Experiment 2 sorted by
distance, orientation, and vision condition. (c) Release heights in Experiment 2 sorted by distance, orientation, and vision condition.

release speed at 5m was significantly lower than 10 m and 15 m
(both ps ⬍.01) and that release speed at 10m was significantly
different from that at 15 m (p ⬍ .05). There were also significant
main effects of orientation, F(1, 4) ⫽ 29.6, p ⬍ .01, and of vision,
F(1, 4) ⫽ 16.0, p ⬍ .05, both modified by a significant VisionⴱOrientation interaction, F(1, 4) ⫽ 9.3, p ⬍ .05. In the vertical target
orientation release speeds were faster in the binocular condition
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than the monocular condition, t(4) ⫽ 3.6, p ⬍ .05 but not in the
horizontal target condition, t(4) ⫽ 1.0, p ⫽ .39.
There was a nonsignificant trend for the Distance ⫻ Orientation interaction (p ⫽ .061). All other effects were nonsignificant (ps ⬎ .2).
Release height. As shown in Figure 8c, release heights were
lower for vertical targets than horizontal targets. Both these
changes are functional because increasing the release height helps
with both distance and the execution of the high, loopy throw
executed for the horizontal target. These results again suggest that
release height is actively controlled by participants. There was a
significant main effects of orientation, F(1, 4) ⫽ 9.4, p ⬍ .05, and
of distance, F(2, 8) ⫽ 12.9, p ⬍ .01. Pairwise comparisons with
the Bonferroni correction applied showed that release height at
5 m was significantly lower than at both 10 m and 15 m (both
ps ⬍.05) but that release heights were the same at 10 m and 15 m
(p ⫽ 1). All other effects were nonsignificant (ps ⬎ .35).
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Summary of the release parameter analysis. Experiment 2
replicated the results from the cricketers in Experiment 1 using the
vertical target. We then extended the results to show that throwers
selected a different throwing mode to hit a horizontal target.
Throws were again scaled within this new mode to account for
changes in distance and vision. Throwers did not simply “throw a
rope” under all conditions. They flexibly selected different modes
as appropriate for crossing the required distance given the target
orientation, suggesting that they perceived the different affordances of the differently oriented targets.
Human performance versus the simulations. We adapted
the Labview simulation to include a specification of the horizontal
target. All else remained the same. We generated 6 illustrative
simulations, 3 target distances ⫻ 2 release heights (1.6 m and
2.1 m, the observed range of heights for this experiment; see
Figure 9). Compare these to the example hit canyons for the
vertical target in Figure 4.

Figure 9. Example heat maps of the hit canyons from the simulations of horizontal targets for three target
distances and release heights of 1.6 m and 2.1 m. For each subfigure, the x-axis is the release angle (ranging
from ⫺30° to 90°) and the y-axis is the release speed (ranging from 0 ms⫺1 to 45 ms⫺1). The white region codes
a miss, the shaded regions code hits of varying amount of error from the center of the simulated target. See the
online article for the color version of this figure.
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The first thing to note is that across all conditions, the hit canyon
got smaller. Fewer combinations of release parameters resulted in
hits, that is, the horizontal target was harder to hit. The hit
proportions for the horizontal targets were 36% (5 m), 43%
(1 0 m), and 53% (15 m) the size of the vertical target hit canyons.
Accuracy remained high across both experiments, however, with
few misses recorded.
The second change is that the hit canyon is now symmetrical,
and does not exhibit the wide left prong seen in the vertical target
simulations. This reflects the fact that throwers can no longer
simply slam the ball into the target, but must more carefully place
their throw. This changes the location of the most stable part of the
space. While the prongs provide a high tolerance for error in
release velocity, they provide almost no tolerance for error in
release angle. The thickest part of the canyon is now at the bottom,
with higher release angles and lower speed. This is the portion of
the affordance subspace for horizontal targets that we expected the
throwers to use if they perceived the space.
The horizontal hit canyons change their location in the space
with changes in release height in a way similar to the vertical target
hit canyons so we replicated the technique described in Figure 6
and plotted the human together with lines representing the extreme
edges of the hit canyons for the release heights observed in the
experiment. In this case the right hand edge comes from the simulation for a release height of 1.6 m and the left hand edge comes from
the release height of 2.1 m, matching the observed range. (Note: the

translation of the space sideways, caused by changes in release
height, yield apparent changes in the size of the subspace. These
are merely apparent, not actual, and do not change the loci of most
stable performance predicted for this condition.) Refer to Figure
10, which shows the replication of the vertical target result for
reference and the new result for the horizontal target, each split by
distance and vision condition.
Overall, again, the simulations have done a good job of capturing the human performance data with the same caveats as before
(spatial resolution of the measurements, factors such as ball spin
that are not included in the simulations, etc.). Importantly, it is
clear that the throwers have moved their throws into the different
most stable region of the space (shown in Figure 9). They clearly
perceived the target affordances and how these changed with the
orientation of the target.

Discussion
Throwers adopted a different mode of throwing with the change
in target surface orientation, from fast-and-flat to hit the vertical
target to slow-and-high to hit the horizontal target. Within each
mode, the throwers scaled their release parameters (speed, angle,
and height) to accommodate variations in distance. Monocular
vision did lead to more conservative throws, but only when the
release speeds were high (presumably close to these throwers’ top
speed, although we did not measure this here). In the horizontal

Figure 10. Direct comparison of the human data and simulation predictions for Experiment 2. For each
subfigure, the x-axis is the release angle (ranging from ⫺30° to 90°) and the y-axis is the release speed (ranging
from 0 ms⫺1 to 45 ms⫺1).
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target condition, when release speeds were already low and therefore easier to reliably produce, there was no need to be more
conservative and participants did not change their behavior.
The simulations revealed that the mode throwers selected
mapped nicely onto the most stable region of the target affordance
space. This region is in a different place for the two target orientations, and the fact that the same throwers were able to switch
between the two suggests their behavior is not simply the result of
extensive practice in one region of the space. This result, as well
as the fact that throwers scaled their throws to the specifics of the
target location and orientation in all conditions across both experiments, shows that their action selection is being driven by the
perception of the target affordances, which in turn are comprehensively described by the task dynamical analysis.

General Discussion
In two experiments, we tested the ability of expert throwers to
perceive the affordance for hitting a target by measuring how their
actions changed as the affordance changed. Experts scaled their
actions to use the affordance offered by targets which varied in
distance, height, and orientation, and the way in which throwers
did so mirrored the stability characteristics of the affordance that
we quantified by simulating the relevant task dynamics (projectile
motion). These results suggested that the experts perceived the
relevant affordance and used it to perform appropriate actions.
These results also support a task dynamics approach to the study of
affordances.
Projectile motion simulations were used to generate a description of the affordance space. The resulting space well predicted the
throwing performance characteristics. In Experiment 1, the affordance analysis predicted that throwers would use the most stable
portions of the affordance space and that the most stable release
speeds resulting in hits would increase with distance, while the
most stable release angles resulting in hits would increase with
both distance and target height. The expert performance matched
this pattern, tracking the most stable portions of the affordance
space (see Figure 5). Variability in performance also varied with
the relative stability of the affordance. There was always wide
variation in release speed because changing release speeds impacted the stability of the affordance space less than changing the
release angles. In Experiment 2, the affordance space generated by
simulations also predicted the observed change in throwing mode
by revealing how the affordance changed with target orientation.

The Task Dynamical Approach to Affordances
Affordances are tricky things, and there is still a lot of controversy about how to formalize Gibson’s (1979) definition and
consequently how to study them empirically (Chemero, 2003,
2009; Franchak & Adolph, 2014; Reed, 1996; Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014; Scarantino, 2003; Stoffregen, 2003; Turvey et al.,
1981; Withagen, de Poel, Araújo & Pepping, 2012). Following
Bingham and Muchisky (1995), the current work has taken a
specific stand on how to conceptualize and empirically investigate
affordances, by treating them as properties of tasks best described
at the level of dynamics. This section will defend that stand.
Gibson (1979) described the affordances of the environment as
“what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for
good or ill” (p. 127) but then rather infamously went on to say:
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. . . an affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective
property; or it is both if you like. An affordance cuts across the
dichotomy of subjective-objective and helps us to understand its
inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of
behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer (p.
129).

Researchers have since struggled to formalize this into something that can guide research programs. Turvey, Shaw, Reed, and
Mace (1981) described affordances as dispositional properties of
the environment (see also Turvey, 1992). This approach is exemplified in the first studies on affordances (Warren, 1984; Warren &
Whang, 1987). A disposition is a real, persistent property of an
object that is defined with respect to a complementary disposition
in another object (Mumford, 2003). A classic example from science at large is the solubility of salt in water. Salt is always
disposed to dissolve in water but only demonstrates this property
in the presence of water. So, salt remains soluble even in the desert
where there may be no water present for hundreds of miles. The
description of a disposition necessarily includes information about
the complementary disposition. The dispositional description of an
object’s affordances therefore uses variables that reference the
organism. In the context of his first investigation of affordances,
Warren (1984) applied a pi-number analysis (taken from scale
engineering) in which environmental objects were measured in
relevant actor scale units. For the climbing of stairs, the height of
stairs was assessed in leg length units. In a subsequent study,
Warren measured passible apertures in shoulder width units (Warren & Whang, 1987). This matches Gibson’s “points both ways”
requirement very effectively. The disposition also exists regardless
of whether the complement is present. This is useful because
Gibson notes later that:
An affordance is not bestowed upon an object by a need of an
observer and his act of perceiving it. The object offers what it does
because it is what it is (p. 139).

The second attempt was to treat affordances as relations
between objects and an organism’s abilities (e.g., Chemero,
2003; Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014). Chemero (2009) then updated his account to suggest that affordances and abilities
interact in real time and define each other more dynamically.
This was motivated by concerns that dispositions, by definition,
must be effected when the relevant conditions are met. This
seems to rule out the possibility of failing to effect an affordance when presented with one you can detect, even though we
know actions systems can malfunction; you can miss a target,
and you do not immediately and continuously throw things even
when surrounded by beckoning targets. The relational accounts
address this and also do the same work as dispositions on the
“points both ways” front.
However, this work (of explaining individual variation in
performance) is readily explained by variation in the perception
and actualization of the affordance property. The affordance is
a property of a task, and perceiving and actualizing the affordance is the relational part of the process (Fajen, 2007 makes a
conceptually similar argument when motivating his theory of
affordance-based control). More critically, though, the way the
relational accounts work means that affordances do not exist in
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the absence of the organism. This is deeply problematic. If the
affordance is created by the relation between an object and an
organism’s abilities, they do not exist for untrained observers
and something other than affordances would then be required to
structure learning, even though that learning is of affordances
(e.g., Zhu & Bingham, 2008). Finally, Gibson formulated affordances as part of the prospective perceptual guidance of goal
directed behavior, that is, behavior to achieve currently perceived possible future relational states between the organism
and the environment. If a person can perceive that he or she
could sit on a given surface, then he or she can guide behavior
to achieve the sitting relation. Describing affordances as dispositional properties is consistent with this approach to goal
directed behavior, but describing affordances as relations robs
the idea of its motivating purpose. Thus, this latter approach
seems like a dead end for affordance research.
We have cut through this debate somewhat by focusing on
what affordances are and what they are for. Affordances are
task specific. Tasks are identified at the level of dynamics
(Bingham, 1995) and so, therefore, are affordances. Perceiving
an affordance then constrains the space of possible actions to a
subspace of functional actions; affordances are for action selection.
The task of throwing for distance and accuracy is to generate a
projectile motion that intercepts a target. This means the release
parameters must be in the set that will result in hitting the target.
This set is what the target is offering you in order to hit it; for us,
what it affords. We identified this set (the affordance) by simulating projectile motions. The simulations were performed using
information about the target and the ball and the outcome of the
throw. The hit canyons in our plots are the affordance for our target
placed at some distance, orientation, and height to be hit by a
tennis ball undergoing projectile motion.
Importantly, however, our affordances also ‘point the other
way’ toward the organism, because they reside in a space defined
by the three parameters that are the output of the dynamics of
throwing. Thus, our affordance analysis produces a clear guide to
action selection in terms directly relevant to the organism. The
affordance of the target to be hit is the set of outcomes from the
dynamics of throwing that the target currently offers the organism.
This fulfils the requirement for affordances to be defined in intrinsic, action-relevant units and it falls directly out of the task
dynamical analysis.
Our account also copes with all the various things affordances need to explain. It accounts for individual variation in
performance by identifying the affordance as an extended set of
functionally equivalent actions that are then perceived and used
by individuals with varying capacities. This, in turn, also allows
different people to be related to one another in respect to
possibilities for action, that is, perceiving affordances for others
(e.g., Fajen, Riley, & Turvey, 2009; Passos, Cordovil, Fernandes, & Barreiros, 2012; Rochat, 1995; Stoffregen, Gorday,
Sheng, & Flynn, 1999). Our account provides theoretical rigor
to Gibson’s definition but remains true to the key ideas, in
particular that affordances exist prior to anyone trying to effect
them. This makes them the kind of properties that can guide
both learning, and also real time action selection and execution
after learning. If affordances cannot support these behaviors
then they are not psychologically interesting. The success of our

task dynamical affordance analysis at guiding the research and
accounting for the results supports the view that affordances are
best treated as properties of tasks and events.

Summary
Task dynamics was originally formulated to capture the complexity of human movement (Bingham, 1988; Saltzman & Kelso,
1987) and has since been used to identify the perceptual information created by tasks (e.g., Siegler et al., 2013; Warren & Whang,
1987). The current work in throwing extends the approach to
understanding affordances in terms of dynamics as well (e.g.,
Bingham & Muchisky, 1995; Zhu & Bingham, 2008; see also
Fajen, 2007 for a related discussion). This means that all parts of
the perception-action cycle can be analyzed using the same tools
and described in the same terms, providing a rich and unified
formal apparatus for work in the ecological approach to perception
and action (see Golonka & Wilson, 2012 and Wilson & Golonka,
2013 for a broader treatment of this proposal). The current paper
took a task dynamics approach to identify the affordances offered
by a target at different distances, heights, and orientations to be hit
by a tennis ball undergoing projectile motion, that is, the affordances of throwing for distance and accuracy. This extends work
on the affordances of throwing for maximum distance and further
elaborates a theoretical and methodological framework for studying affordances more generally. Throwing is also a fascinating task
in and of itself, and this work begins to fill a gap in our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the production of the
extraordinary distances and accuracies humans (and humans
alone) can achieve in this task.
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Appendix
Simulation Details
The projectile motion of a ball thrown at an angle () with initial
velocity (v0) is governed by equations of motion with non-constant
acceleration. The forces that act on the projectile are the force due
to gravity acting vertically downwards on the ball, while both
vertically and horizontally air resistance (drag) creates an additional force on the ball that acts in the opposite direction to its
velocity. The model developed here does not include the effects of
rotation of the ball, which can affect the projectile motion significantly (Cooke, 2000; Mehta & Pallis, 2001).
Equations 1 and 2 illustrate the application of Newton’s second law
to the projectile in the horizontal and vertical axis respectively. Fx and
Fy are the resultant forces acting on the ball in the horizontal and
vertical directions, Fdrag x and Fdrag y are the horizontal and vertical
air resistance forces, while mg represents the weight of the ball.

兺 Fx ⫽ ⫺Fdrag x
兺 Fy ⫽ ⫺Fdrag y ⫺ mg

(1)

Fdrag ⫽ Dv2

(3)

where D is a constant dependent on the density of air  (1.21 Kgm3),
cross sectional area of the ball, which is dependent on the radius of the
ball r (0.033m) and the drag coefficient C (0.55 for a standard
tennis ball; Chadwick & Haake, 2000) expressed in Equation 4.
D ⫽ Cr
2

2

(4)

v2 can be expressed as a function of the horizontal anvertical
components as illustrated in Equation 5.
v ⫽ 兹v2x ⫹ v2y

(5)

Given this relationship, we can write the components of the air
resistance in the x and y directions as expressed in Equations 6 and
7, respectively.

(2)

At high velocities, the air resistance is proportional to the square
of the velocity (v) as stated in Equation 3.

(Appendix continues)

f x ⫽ ⫺Dvvx

(6)

f y ⫽ ⫺Dvvy

(7)
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We can now rewrite Equations 1 and 2, as acceleration is the
second differential of the displacement and velocity the differential
of displacement. This gives us Equations 8 and 9, where m is the
mass of the tennis ball (0.057 kg) and g is the gravitational field
strength (9.81ms⫺2).
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the position of the projectile. Equations 10 and 11 illustrate the
numeric calculation of the horizontal and vertical velocities where
n represents the sample number.
vx(n ⫹ 1) ⫽ vx(n) ⫹ ax(n)⌬t

(10)

vy(n ⫹ 1) ⫽ vy(n) ⫹ ay(n)⌬t

(11)

d2x(t) ⫽ ⫺ D v dx(t)
m dt
dt2

(8)

Hence, the position of the ball can then be calculated using
Equations 12 and 13.

d2y(t) ⫽ ⫺ D v dy(t) ⫺ g
m dt
dt2

(9)

x(n ⫹ 1) ⫽ x(n) ⫹ vx(n)⌬t ⫹ ax(n)⌬t2

(12)

y(n ⫹ 1) ⫽ y(n) ⫹ vy(n)⌬t ⫹ ay(n)⌬t

(13)

The projectile motion is therefore governed by two secondorder, nonlinear, coupled differential equations that can be solved
using numerical methods. Assuming a small enough fixed time
interval ⌬t (0.001 s) we can assume constant acceleration and
apply linear equations of motion to obtain the velocities and hence

2
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